ARENZ INDICTED AGAIN BY THE GRAND JURY

IN ITS FINAL REPORT YESTERDAY THE JURY BROUGHT IN A TRUE BILL AGAINST ARENZ, WHO ONLY A FEW DAYS AGO WAS INFORMED OF THE GRAND JURY'S ACTION ON BROADWAY.—THE JURORS UNDERSTAND THE COUNTY JAIL WILL BE LOCKED UP AGAIN SO AS TO PREVENT ANY INTERRUPTIONS IN THE SESSION, BECAUSE THE COUNCIL WILL BE ASSEMBLED THIS MORNING AT 10 O'CLOCK.

COMMERCIAL CLUB OF GLERNBURG, M. D., ASKS FOR MILITIA.

REMARKS THAT TROOPS MUST RUN THE TRAINS

COMMERCIAL CLUB OF GLERNBURG, M. D., ASKS FOR MILITIA.

LONE LADAM CHARGED WITH CARRYING ANOTHER

O'MICHEU, HILL AND WOOD, RECOMMENDED TO ASSEMBLE CONVICTS.

EDUCATION

MIS DESTRUCTION OF THE ISLAND OF HAWAII

OF JAPANESE OPERATIONS IN AND NEAR HAWAII.

U. S. TO BUSH TROOPS TO THE ISLAND AT ONCE

REPORT THAT THE JAPS ARE TRYING TO SEIZE THE ISLAND OF LANTANA.
After the dinner refreshments, the Literary session now decided to render the evening as a skit portraying scenes in the Orient, with emphasis on Lord Nelson and Lady Hamilton. The skit was to be written and directed by Hubbard's Journeys, with emblems taken from the Literary Digest. The skit was to be rendered by Mesdames Vernon Pings and Mrs. J. Victor Voris as members of the State Federation of Clubs.

31Iyalinee Musicale Club.

The club women have been members of the Madison Musicale Club since their organization. The club is composed of the Literary Digest and the Magazine club women.

The club women have been discussing the series of instructive lectures presented by Dr. Butler. and that his presiding officer is Judge Miller. The series is expected to continue on Thursday, December 29.

The Musical Digest.

The Musical Digest Club met on Wednesday, December 27, arrangements having been made for a series of card parties given the past week by Miss Mary Taylor of Smithland, with Mr. F. Rinklief. The club is composed of the Literary Digest and the Magazine club women.

Closed Session of Lectures.

The following questions have been discussed by Professor David C. St. Onge: the magazine of the day, the day of life, and train to the Orient. The questions were answered by Professor St. Onge, with others present.

Mr. Richard Scott, Mrs. Lelia Wade, Miss Virginia Newell, Miss Laura Abell of Smithland, with Mr. Jas. Campbell, Miss Mary Taylor of Smithland, with Mr. F. Rinklief. The club is composed of the Literary Digest and the Magazine club women.

Dr. Dwight's Liliedeorma Cream.

Prevents and cures chapped rough skin. Makes the skin soft, smooth and white. Relieves all ailments caused by the cold winds.

Below are a few names and the amount of each customers' purchase.

For sale only at BACON'S DRUG STORE.

Dr. Dwight's Liliedeorma Cream

Prevent and cure chapped rough skin. Makes the skin soft, smooth and white. Relieves all ailments caused by cold winds.

Don't forget the largest order of framing from Dec 5 to 24 gets the beautiful 18 x 40 Mirror absolutely free.
PLANS ACCEPTED FOR NEW BANK BUILDING

The First National Bank Officials have Finally Got The Last Set of Plans and Specifications of the New Bank Building Survey and Specifications Will Be Published in the Advocate Next Week.

President Robert L. Haskins and the Board of Directors of the First National Bank have accepted the last set of plans and specifications for the new bank building. The survey and specifications will be published in the Advocate next week.

The new building will be located at the corner of Main and Fourth Streets in Paducah. It will be a three-story structure with a basement and will be constructed of brick and stone. The building will be 100 feet wide and 150 feet deep.

The architecture of the building will be modern and up-to-date, and will include such features as a central entrance, a large lobby, and spacious office spaces. The bank will also have a vault and a safe deposit box room.

The bank's directors have notified the architect that they are satisfied with the plans and specifications, and will proceed to have the building constructed as soon as possible.

DOCTOR CRISTED BP HIS FRIENDS

Dr. A. K. Purdy was in the city yesterday for the first time since he was appointed to the position of State Medical Examiner.

The doctor is recovering from a serious illness and will shortly be able to resume his duties. He has been away from the city for several weeks, but has returned to Paducah to take charge of the State Medical Examiner's office.

Merry Christmas, Everybody

Remember that Santa Claus has Established His Christmas Footwear Headquarters Here.

Cochran Shoe Co.

Paducah, Ky.

“ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTHER—THAT’S QUALITY.”

Advertise in the Register and get results.

The Standard

Pure Food Whiskey of America

For Medical and Family Use

White Fawn

The Premier Kentucky Bottled in Bond Whiskey

White Fawn is distilled from the very finest of selected grains, under the most rigid laws as set out by the Federal Government 20 years ago. It has been aged in oak barrels for at least 20 years, and will be a perfectly pure product for the coming season.

An All Whiskey

Is A Grand Whiskey

Is A Natural Whiskey

It is bottled under the direct supervision of the United States Government, in the United States Bonded Warehouse, and the Government's Little Green Stamp

The Stamp of Purity, appears on the mouth of each bottle.

Orders Through Your Dealer or Brought. If they are unable to supply you, come to the office and we will see that your needs are supplied.

Biedermann Distilling Co.

Paducah, Ky.

U.S.A.
Handkerchiefs

BULLETIN: TOW Handkerchiefs, 50c each. We have just received a large stock of these handsome handkerchiefs. They are made of the finest quality materials and are sure to please. Hurry in and get yours today!

OTHER SPECIALS

LADIES' FANCY HAND BAGS: We are offering the early bird special of two handbags at the splendid price of $10.00 each. A real bargain you won't want to miss!

For Children

FAVORITE HOLIDAY GIFTS FOR CHILDREN:

- **Dress Goods and Silks**: All wool dress goods in black and colors at 75c. Dress goods in plaids and patterns are also available. Prices are lower than regular.
- **Fancy Dress Goods**: In plaids and patterns. Choose from a wide selection and pay less than regular.
- **Kids Gloves**: With flaps, in black and white at 50c and 75c. Get them while supplies last.
- **Kids Silk Gloves**: In black and white, at 50c and 75c. A great gift for kids.
- **Kids' Slaps**: Made of the finest materials, at 50c and 75c. Perfect for the little ones.
- **Kids' Visors**: In black and white, at 50c and 75c. A stylish and practical gift.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Gloves**: At 75c and $1.00. Get them while supplies last.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Gloves and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. A stylish and practical gift.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 75c and $1.00.
- **Kids' Slaps with Black Trim and Black Trim**: At 50c and 75c. Choose from a variety of colors.
Prices Are Now Reduced to Lowest Notch for Next Week's Selling

ONLY THREE MORE SHOPPING DAYS TILL CHRISTMAS. WE WILL MAKE THEM GREAT BARGAIN DAYS AND NIGHTS. A BAND OF MUSIC HAS BEEN ENGAGED TO MAKE EVERY SHOPPING HOUR ENJOYABLE. CHRISTMAS SHOPPING HAS BEEN MADE EASY IN THIS BIG STORE. LARGE SPACE, APPLES, LIGHT, LUMBER, CENTER, GREAT VARIETIES AND LOW PRICES ARE A COMBINATION OF BENEFITS THUS OFFERED FOR NEXT WEEK'S PSYCHOSIS.

AL WINFREY INDICTED
FOR WILFUL MURDER

THIS IS THE NATURE OF THE CHARGE BROUGHT IN TUESDAY AGAINST THE YOUNG FELLOW BY THE CIRCUIT COURT MAGISTRATE--A TRIAL UNTIL NEXT MARCH AS THE TERM OF CRIMINAL CASE IS NOT BAILABLE.

In a indictment charging Al Winfrey, a young fellow, with the murder of Morris, a young fellow, on Cairo road which is 11 miles continuo, the county jail until next March, he promised to get out to the Schaeffer home between 6 and 7:30 p.m. Winfrey then got his .44 caliber revolver from the Illinois arsenal in Cairo. The young fellow named Morris is the Schaeffer's son in Cairo, Ky., and little Morris was going to see his grandfather, my first husband, on the Thompson's store to see if he could get his car, which he had left there for his mother, in the Shaffer home where Mrs. Clark said, he was leaving her house. The Thompson's were going to the Thompson's store to see if they could get their car, which they had left there for their grandchildren, the Schaeffer's son in Cairo, Ky., and little Morris was going to see his grandfather, my first husband, on the Thompson's store to see if he could get his car, which he had left there for his mother, in the Shaffer home where Mrs. Clark said, he was leaving her house.

The young fellow named Morris is the Schaeffer's son in Cairo, Ky., and little Morris was going to see his grandfather, my first husband, on the Thompson's store to see if he could get his car, which he had left there for his mother, in the Shaffer home where Mrs. Clark said, he was leaving her house.

The young fellow named Morris is the Schaeffer's son in Cairo, Ky., and little Morris was going to see his grandfather, my first husband, on the Thompson's store to see if he could get his car, which he had left there for his mother, in the Shaffer home where Mrs. Clark said, he was leaving her house.

INJURED MAN MOVED HOME

Mr. W. B. Sherrer Takes From Hospital To Residence.

Mrs. Mark Jackson Taken to Methodist Hospital by Family. John Jackson, the mill man, who was injured last night at the Tennessee plant on the East side, was taken to the Methodist hospital last night by his family. He was admitted to the hospital in a serious condition.

Mr. Mark Sherrer, the mill man, who was injured last night at the Tennessee plant on the East side, was taken to the Methodist hospital last night by his family. He was admitted to the hospital in a serious condition.

ON ROAD TO RECOVERY.

June Jackson, the mill man, who was injured last night at the Tennessee plant on the East side, was taken to the Methodist hospital last night by his family. He was admitted to the hospital in a serious condition.

In a indictment charging Al Winfrey, a young fellow, with the murder of Morris, a young fellow, on Cairo road which is 11 miles continuo, the county jail until next March, he promised to get out to the Schaeffer home between 6 and 7:30 p.m. Winfrey then got his .44 caliber revolver from the Illinois arsenal in Cairo. The young fellow named Morris is the Schaeffer's son in Cairo, Ky., and little Morris was going to see his grandfather, my first husband, on the Thompson's store to see if he could get his car, which he had left there for his mother, in the Shaffer home where Mrs. Clark said, he was leaving her house.

The young fellow named Morris is the Schaeffer's son in Cairo, Ky., and little Morris was going to see his grandfather, my first husband, on the Thompson's store to see if he could get his car, which he had left there for his mother, in the Shaffer home where Mrs. Clark said, he was leaving her house.

The young fellow named Morris is the Schaeffer's son in Cairo, Ky., and little Morris was going to see his grandfather, my first husband, on the Thompson's store to see if he could get his car, which he had left there for his mother, in the Shaffer home where Mrs. Clark said, he was leaving her house.

The young fellow named Morris is the Schaeffer's son in Cairo, Ky., and little Morris was going to see his grandfather, my first husband, on the Thompson's store to see if he could get his car, which he had left there for his mother, in the Shaffer home where Mrs. Clark said, he was leaving her house.

In a indictment charging Al Winfrey, a young fellow, with the murder of Morris, a young fellow, on Cairo road which is 11 miles continuo, the county jail until next March, he promised to get out to the Schaeffer home between 6 and 7:30 p.m. Winfrey then got his .44 caliber revolver from the Illinois arsenal in Cairo. The young fellow named Morris is the Schaeffer's son in Cairo, Ky., and little Morris was going to see his grandfather, my first husband, on the Thompson's store to see if he could get his car, which he had left there for his mother, in the Shaffer home where Mrs. Clark said, he was leaving her house.

The young fellow named Morris is the Schaeffer's son in Cairo, Ky., and little Morris was going to see his grandfather, my first husband, on the Thompson's store to see if he could get his car, which he had left there for his mother, in the Shaffer home where Mrs. Clark said, he was leaving her house.

The young fellow named Morris is the Schaeffer's son in Cairo, Ky., and little Morris was going to see his grandfather, my first husband, on the Thompson's store to see if he could get his car, which he had left there for his mother, in the Shaffer home where Mrs. Clark said, he was leaving her house.

The young fellow named Morris is the Schaeffer's son in Cairo, Ky., and little Morris was going to see his grandfather, my first husband, on the Thompson's store to see if he could get his car, which he had left there for his mother, in the Shaffer home where Mrs. Clark said, he was leaving her house.

The young fellow named Morris is the Schaeffer's son in Cairo, Ky., and little Morris was going to see his grandfather, my first husband, on the Thompson's store to see if he could get his car, which he had left there for his mother, in the Shaffer home where Mrs. Clark said, he was leaving her house.
SUPERINTENDENT SAMUEL B. WILLIOTON YESTERDAY SELECTED THE TEN EDUCATORS OF THIS CITY AND COUNTY WHO WERE SWORN TO FREE TUTELAGE AT THE STATE NORMAL COLLEGE OF BOWLING GREEN FOR THE TWENTY-NINE CANDIDS AND EACH OF THE M HAS CERTIFICATES OF QUALIFICATION.

TEACHERS WILL ATTEND STATE NORMAL COLLEGE

JUDGE EVANS CANNOT SEE A NEW TRIAL

YESTERDAY HE OVERRULED MARK WORTON'S MOTION THAT A SECOND HEARING BE GIVEN IN THE LITIGATION WHEREIN HE HAS SUED FOR DAMAGES ON THE GROUND THAT HIS HUSBAND WAS CAUSING HIM TROUBLE FROM THE PATRIOT'S REVOLT. LAST CHRISTMAS DAY—DARBY HAS ANOTHER SUIT YET TO BE TRIED AGAINST THIS POPULAR POLICEMAN.

Nagel & Meyer
JEWELERS

DIAMONDS
A good suggestion and a mark of refinement to the wearer. A good proposition, because they are always valuable. We have them both loose and mounted.

Our building is now complete and stocked full.

Never before have the people of Paducah had such an opportunity for Christmas shopping, and you are cordially invited to call and see this immense display. Come and let us show you over the entire house. You are welcome if only looking around. Early shoppers get the choice.

JEWELERS

DIAMONDS
WE FEEL PROUD of the quantity and quality of offerings in this department. Our entire stock is new and up-to-date in every way. Our selections are from the choice American and foreign makers. Here you will see in large assortment such well known makes as Haviland's, Poyaut, Jap, German, Bavarian and Parisian China, as well as a complete assortment of "open stock" patterns in English and American Porcelain. China Novelties we show by the thousands. One hundred piece Sets we make a feature of, and $16.50 gets a genuine china one.

Our Building is Now Complete and Stocked Full

Never before have the people of Paducah had such an opportunity for Christmas shopping, and you are cordially invited to call and see this immense display. Come and let us show you over the entire house. You are welcome if only looking around. Early shoppers get the choice.

Rhodes-Burford Company
EACH TO HAVE A FRESH START

Christmas is Approaching

A good suggestion and a mark of refinement to the wearer. A good proposition, because they are always valuable. We have them both loose and mounted.

Our building is full of the beautiful.

Christmas is Approaching

A good suggestion and a mark of refinement to the wearer. A good proposition, because they are always valuable. We have them both loose and mounted.

Our building is full of the beautiful.

Grand Display of Fancy China ware

Our store is full of the beautiful.
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0 Our store is full of the beautiful.
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A good suggestion and a mark of refinement to the wearer. A good proposition, because they are always valuable. We have them both loose and mounted.
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EVERYBODY

Is thinking of buying one or more Christmas Presents, be it for Father, Mother Son, Daughter, Brother, Sister, Beau or Sweetheart. Look down the list of suggestions. You will find something to interest you. Come to see us; we will be glad to show you through our store. You will not be urged to buy.

For the Gentlemen

Diamond Rings.

Watches.

Paper Weights.

Chastel and Pheas.

Brushes.

Bracelets.

Earrings.
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High Grade Leather Goods

Garn Tasteful and Useful Presents. We make a specialty of the newest and finest styles in leather. You will have no difficulty in grouping what you want from our large stock. Either as to Price or Quality.

McPherson's Drug Store
FOURTH & BROADWAY

Piano Certificates

Our attention has just been called to the announcement of a piano certificate as a means of advertising a piano. We believe that a certificate can be sold and that a certificate can be sold at a price.

WANTED unmarried men between 30 to 35 years of age, to work in a large building in the rear of Walker's Drug Store. Apply and write English. For information money advanced. Dept. WA.

WANTED FOR U. S. ARM . — audit hooks by the day, week or the month. Richmond House. Paducah, Ky., where you can be allowed others on the purchase of a piano.

R.P. WALCERI ft CO.

FOR SALE—New gas stove. Also 1

McPherson's Drug Store
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